JOB POSTING – ADULT DEBRIEFER for DAR (FULL-TIME)

POSITION DESCRIPTION:
Mission Training International (MTI) is seeking Adult Debriefers for our Debriefing And Renewal (DAR) program.

MTI’s vision is for cross-cultural messengers of the gospel of Jesus Christ to experience effectiveness, endurance and personal vitality. We know that God’s specific mission for us is to serve sending agencies by developing and equipping their cross-cultural workers. DAR is one of our key services that fulfills our calling.

The DAR program is designed as a community experience where cross-cultural messengers of the gospel of Jesus Christ can safely unpack the paradoxes of their life overseas while in transition.

A DAR Adult Debriefer is entrusted with joining another adult debriefer in facilitating a group of 8-12 missionaries as they are guided through both open-ended and focused reflections on one’s overseas experience.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
• Provide hospitable, understanding, safe, caring relationships for others to process the impact of cross-cultural living on their souls
• Create emotional space and a place for a group of adults to unpack their recent life stories in hopes for increased future effectiveness, endurance and personal vitality in their cross-cultural callings
• Grow in active listening and group processing skills
• Contribute to the larger DAR team’s loving unity as they sacrificially serve cross-cultural messengers
• During weeks when DAR is not in program, the debriefer will have other responsibilities at MTI

QUALIFICATIONS:
• Has a relationship with Jesus Christ and who is growing in faith, character, and the knowledge of God
• Calling, passion and experience in providing a hospitable, safe place for cross-cultural messengers of the gospel of Jesus Christ to unpack the stories of their recent overseas assignment
• History and passion for debriefing others in active listening and process groups with others
• 5+ years of Mission field experience

COMPENSATION:
This is a support-based position with benefits.

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE:
We have a vibrant community ethos at MTI, having committed to each other that the daily activities of our services would be guided by our core values of loving unified teams, integrity, a personal vitality in our relationship with God, and the pursuit of quality and excellence in our services.

INTERESTED APPLICANTS can send a cover letter and resume to Human Resources at HR@mti.org